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The main topic of this course is the transformations that Scandinavia underwent from the Viking Age to the
Reformation. The students will be introduced to its demographic characteristics, key religious concepts, and legal
norms.
Theoretical knowledge will be combined with an introduction to the material culture: the aim is to give an overview of
everyday problems of the respective periods and to show to what extent they are depicted in the Old Norse literature.
In this course selected methods of experimental archaeology and anthropology will be presented in the appropriate
context.
The necessary condition for obtaining the credit/passing the exam is active participation, at least 70% attendance,
completed practical homework (work with textile), and a short presentation of a chosen topic. The credit will be
awarded for a successful oral examination, while the exam will be based on seminar work.

1

The definition of “Old Norse“ in time and space; contacts with other regions; sources;
Demography I – age structure, size of population and its changes, 1349. Distribution and concentration of the
population; childhood, old age and death

2

Social structure; Demography II – gender perspective, the valkyries

3

Households and their changes (time, social class, place), objects of daily use;
houses, settlements, growing cities

4

What held the society together – laws, kinship, religion; þings, feasts, sports and games

5

Economy – what people lived on, what was grown, bred and crafted; trade; food and drink

6

Warfare – when, how and with what kind of weapons they fought; military units; military campaigns, civil wars;
means of transport

7

Christianisation and its short- and long-term impact on society; church equipment; Uppsala, Nidaros and the
changing landscape

8

Kings´ courts – development, function, king´s household; administration – what did centralization mean

9

Written x oral tradition. Texts in space – rune stones and their meanings; kefli, runic “graffiti“
Parchment, manuscripts – manufacturing and copying, abbreviations, literacy.

10

Courtly discourse and material culture of the 13th century: was Scandinavia ”in”?

11

Scandinavia after the great plague – an overview

12

The specific situation of Iceland
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Short presentations – students are to present the main facts and initiate a discussion concerning the respective topics:

Date

Topic

2

13. 10. 2015

Valkyries in mythology x female rights in the Grágás

3

20. 10. 2015

The representativeness of the Oseberg burial (how much
of the daily tools is there, what is lacking?)

4

27. 10. 2015

The meaning of feasts and gift-exchange

5

3. 11. 2015

Trade routes (and the main transferred goods)

6

10. 11. 2015

Víkinga-vǫrðr and leiðangr;
Pole weapons in Scandinavia and their terminology

7

24. 11. 2015

Pilgrimage – in Scandinavia, from Scandinavia

8

1. 12. 2015

Temporary residences of the kings -> stable capitals

9

8. 12. 2015

Rune stones as sources of information on the Viking age

10

15. 12. 2015

Wall paintings in the Ørslev Church (ballads, clothing,
courtly conduct)

11

5. 1. 2016

The impact of the “Black Death” (1348/9) on Scandinavian
population and economy

12 12. 1. 2015
? „extra lesson“?

The absence of executive power in the Icelandic
Commonwealth and its implications

other suggested topics: clothing
jewelry (archaeology and the literary perspective)
ships, their construction and typology

Name

